
 

Culture is what people make of 
themselves and their world. The 

age in which everyone could show what 
they were really made of is coming to a 
close. It is becoming more contemplative 
and asking what will happen next. Any-
one who is concerned about the future 
of ceramics will not be unmoved by this 
question.

Modern times are turning into the Post-
modern age. Characteristic features of both 
permeate all the key areas of culture:

science and philosophy,
technology,
economics,
art and
religion.  

In all of the arts, the pluralism that is 
typical of Modernism manifests itself (“an-
ything goes”). The pluralism of Modern-
ism leads to arbitrariness, to eclecticism, 
to a lack of endeavour to the danger of 
a crudely developed will to form. To the 
decline of the drive to create culture into 
arbitrariness.

Pluralism is a preliminary stage of cog-
nition. The more diversity is experienced, 
the more we learn. For doers, this means 
self-knowledge. With its diversity, mod-
ernism has provided materials and tech-
niques for Postmodernism. It is the future 
of the present. In the picture Ich, die Ge-
sellschaft und tausend Himmel (“Me, Soci-
ety and a Thousand Heavens”), the “me” is 
relatively small. It has been independently 
variably influenced by the dependently 
variable large fields of knowledge and be-
lief. In a personal coming to terms with 
knowledge and belief lies an experience 
that rises with the maturity of the indi-
vidual. Ceramics will only be rescued from 
the prejudice that it is a craft when it has 
become Postmodern. 

– Knowledge and Heaven demand a 
creative imagination. Knowledge is orien-
tated towards the fundament of reality, art 
towards the idea. 

– Technology challenges nature to re-
veal its laws from concealment. It works 
at first sight. Without background know-
ledge, it becomes a playground without 
being part of the intellectual world that 
belongs to culture. 

– Economics is not the point of culture; 

however, it is one of its most important 
fields. Eceonomics is the efficient exploita-
tion of capital. This is a subservient value, 
not an ultimate value and it is not a lead-
ing force in culture. Precisely like science 
and art, economics must help the inner hu-
man being to grow and serve culture. The 
social market economy is neither capital-
ism nor socialism. It secures the possibility 
of autonomous life decisions. 

– And as to religion: that science 
evolved from it and it thus became super-
fluous has been superseded by the image 
of a multiplicity of knowledge.      

What ideas and expectations does ce-
ramics confront in our society?  

When we speak of society and culture, 
we mean our Western civilisation, where 
there are many opinions that ceramics 
confronts:

It should be in tune with bourgeois tra-

dition, at the service of conventional home 
conforts. Others focus on nostalgia, where-
as a sense of rustic simplicity also appeals.

Some people experience their own crea-
tivity in their own activities. 

People interested in art look for exam-
ples from Classical Modernism and for in-
dividuality, or perhaps even for an avant-
garde style escape from convention. 

Cultural sociology speaks of three ten-
dencies in Postmodern society:

– Firstly that not only consumer goods 
and art goods are an integral part of the 
social environment but so are cognitive 
goods. 

– Secondly, that form and shape are de-
fined by the idea and

– Thirdly, that consumption is valued 
less highly than the message.

Fine art, applied art, craft and design 
consist in creating something beauti-
ful. Applied art and craft differ from fine 
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Plurality as a principle of Modernism exhausts itself in randomness, in which the drive to develop 
culture dissolves.
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art, which is not unambiguously defined 
through function, and in fact makes use 
of a wordless language that points beyond 
itself towards something that addresses 
the intellect. Between the observation, “I 
like it” and the further-reaching question, 
“What does it mean?” exists the difference 
in the intellectual stimulation of emotion. 
This can be substantiated scientifically by 
the fact that the image received by our eyes 
must first be transformed into electricity so 
that the information can reach the brain, 
where it is then linked with other stored 
experiences.  

Humanity also has a need for the su-
pernatural. This feeling, forced out of the 
sphere of religion by the Enlightenment, 
finds its place in art because art expresses 
something without words, which you are 
not properly aware of. The metaphor is the 
language of art, and it is used in ancient 
wisdom too - the expulsion from paradise 
is just one example. 

For those who don’t bother with all this, 
as a doer art is merely self-fulfilment, as a 
recipient art is mere decoration that beauti-
fies his surroundings. In nature, individuals 
are born as flowers or animals to be beauti-
ful to guarantee the survival of the species. 
Humankind, however, ate the apple. 

Art wishes to achieve more than mere-
ly to make things. Its intention is to raise 
awareness of a piece of reality, perhaps as 
performance. This is an art form that has its 
focus on action and artistic performance, 
with the relationship between humankind 
and society at its centre. Joseph Bwas rec-
ognised as one of its pioneers when he 
gave his lecture in Achberg in 1978: “Every 
person an artist — On the way to the lib-
ertarian form of the social organism”. This 
was a new critical voice with social power. 
It found successors in Western Europe, the 
USA, South America, Cuba, South Africa 
and, underground, in Communist China, 
as a work of art. The most popular perfor-
mance artist today is Marina Abramovič 
from Serbia. In one of her performances, 
she got participants to count and sort 
grains of rice and lentils. “This is how you 
treat your life. You start out amused. Then 
you are totally frustrated because you can-
not cope with the numbers. Then you be-
come angry. You lose concentration, your 
head starts to go crazy. But when you have 

gone through all these stages you then 
finally begin  to breathe regularly: your 
mind stabilises, you get results. If you can 
manage to count lentils and rice, you will 
master life.” This is how Marina Abramovič 
describes it in an interview.  

Compared to Beuys, this kind of perfor-
mance is descriptive, whereas Beuys’ per-
formances were transformative. Most talks 
as performance are aimed at creating an 
awareness of a situation in society. 

The cultivation and aesthetisization of 
everyday life can take place in a peaceful 
society free of war. In the performance, 
life itself becomes an experiential project. 
Experience is happiness which we achieve 
through curiosity. Curiosity is a craving, 
like a craving for knowledge.

The past was the others. The future will 
be others. But the present, that is me. The 
present feels its way from one life to the 
next, always anchored in the self, in a self-

fulfilment environment every time but also 
in an environment of self-enrichment. The 
present means responsibility.

The attitudes that made-objects encoun-
ter in society lie between indifference and 
interest. Indifference contents itself with 
harmony. Harmony is stasis. The recipi-
ent interested in culture is interested in the 
movements in society that he seeks in the 
object.
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Me, Society and a Thousand Heavens: my thoughts belong to me, knowledge to society, belief to 
various heavens. The principle of Postmodernism is aimed towards the whole. It is only against this 
backdrop that individual aspects can be evaluated contentually.


